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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the design, development, and u
a performance monitoring tool for Distributed Interactiv
Simulations (DIS). A typical DIS environment consis
of hundreds of simulations distributed on both local a
wide area networks. The adoption of the High Lev
Architecture (HLA) by the U.S. Department of Defens
(DoD) creates even larger and more complex simulation
environments and since DIS continues to interoper
within HLA, the resource demands continue to cau
performance bottlenecks that limit its effectiveness.

The monitoring tool described in this paper ca
provide meaningful performance information used as
guide in making decisions about the configuration a
control of the available hardware and software resour
used in DIS. This information can also be used to supp
DIS modeling requirements and design.

Results are presented from tests comparing alterna
implementations of the performance monitor; the goa
to achieve a balance between the amount and type
performance data collected and the intrusiveness of
instrumentation code. Testing, analysis, and use of th
monitoring system during DIS exercises h
demonstrated the utility of a tool that provides high-lev
performance information to support persons maki
inferences about dynamic system and simulat
behavior.

1 INTRODUCTION

Distributed Interactive Simulation or DIS is a simulatio
technology developed for the DoD, and successfully u
to create synthetic battlefields suitable for milita
operational training, doctrine development, test a
evaluation, and systems acquisition. DIS technology
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suitable for other application domains as well, and it
design is significant enough that it has been proposed 
an IEEE Standard (IEEE Standards Board 1993). Th
DIS standard provides a high-level of interoperability
among applications participating in the simulation
environment which can be geographically distributed
throughout LANs and WANs (DIS Modeling and
Simulation Resource Repository, 1996).

The evolutionary development of DIS applications
has coincided with their successful use by the DoD i
Synthetic Training Environments (STE). A cost-effective
technique for creating these environments is to integra
DIS applications with virtual environments and live
participants. STE can be used to teach people to functio
within complex systems without the real-world
limitations of safety, cost, training areas, or personnel. A
discussion of STE and the role of DIS applications in
STE is found in Cavitt, Overstreet, and Maly (1996a). An
emerging standard for DoD STE is the High Level
Architecture (HLA). The goal of HLA is to provide a
common technical framework to facilitate the
interoperability and reuse of models and simulation
(DoD High Level Architecture, 1997). DIS standards
contribute to its use within the HLA. Because of the large
infrastructure of existing applications (and other legac
systems), DIS will continue to play a significant role in
HLA and STE. As such, additional techniques are neede
to provide better performing, more realistic DIS.

Achieving more realistic STE necessitates populatin
the virtual environment with many computer-generated
entities. This workload often reduces the performance o
the workstations currently used as simulation engines 
an unacceptable level. To achieve the desired level of
performance many workstations and simulation engine
must often be integrated into the local-area and wide-are
networks. Making appropriate decisions regarding th
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422 Cavitt, Overstreet, and Maly
hardware and software requirements for STE require
relevant performance data and provides the rational f
the design and development of more effective
performance monitoring systems.

One successful DIS application is ModSAF (Modula
Semi-Automated Forces), the original variant built by
Loral Advanced Distributed Simulation. It is a DIS used
for military training and combat doctrine development
ModSAF simulates the hierarchy of military units and
their associated behaviors, combat vehicles, and weapo
systems (ModSAF Software Architecture Design an
Overview Document, 1995). ModSAF’s design and
implementation provides a useful case study to examin
key issues in performance monitoring of DIS
applications.

The remainder of this paper discusses the design a
implementation of a software-based DIS performanc
monitoring system called PerfMETRICS. The primary
goals in developing PerfMETRICS are to 1) evaluat
metrics that can be used during the DIS exercise life
cycle including monitoring simulation run-time
performance, planning and configuring training
exercises, and supporting the design and implementati
of DIS applications, 2) provide a flexible monitoring
system to evaluate and validate alternative techniques
measure performance of DIS or other distribute
simulation architectures, and 3) provide a mechanism 
understand costs associated with DIS performanc
monitoring and make assessments about accepta
levels of intrusiveness relative to the benefits o
providing high-level performance information to person
making decisions about DIS exercise management.

This paper discusses performance monitorin
requirements in the context of the PerfMETRICS
architecture, provides an overview of the componen
that make up the system, and presents results from
preliminary analysis of the costs associated wit
performance monitoring ModSAF, the DIS application
used as a case-study for this research. It also presen
summary of the results and conclusions drawn from
using PerfMETRICS during test phases of the Synthet
Theater of War (STOW) Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration (ACTD) sponsored by the Defens
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The
culmination of this effort will be a week long DIS
exercise, STOW ’97, to include hundreds of workstations
simulating up to 50,000 entities, virtual manned
simulators, and live participants. The exercise will tak
place at facilities geographically distributed throughou
the U.S. and the United Kingdom.

Through experience, the DIS community is realizing
the necessity of meaningful and relevant simulation an
system performance information to help manage large-
scale DIS exercises. Other design and developme
s
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efforts include tools to provide feedback of simulatio
"game board" information and limited amounts o
performance data suitable for post-exercise analy
(Schow et al. 1997, Meliza and Brown 1997, Meliza an
Paz 1997). Our objectives are to present a more deta
and comprehensive view of distributed simulatio
performance. We are interested in issues relevant to th
costs and benefits of various performance metrics: wh
data are useful, how the data can be collected, and w
the costs are. This study uses ModSAF as an environm
to ensure that we are addressing real issues in efficient
data collection and are providing useful information t
users.

2 PERFORMANCE ABSTRACTION

The notion of performance is multifaceted and mea
different things to different people. For persons
managing DIS exercises, one significant need is 
understand how large a DIS exercise can be with any
given resource set. Alternatively, they might need to
assess the impact of changes made in the configuratio
control of a DIS exercise.

In the context of simulation run-time characteristics
the domain of performance improvements includes fas
response times when executing simulation events a
operations, executing events and operations at a gre
rate (i.e, better throughput), greater utilization o
simulation resources and services, correct and relia
simulation behavior, and greater availability of the
resources and services that are required for DI
Assessing performance from a hardware and syste
viewpoint involves information related to system
resources and services such as swap space requirem
paging activity, and disk and network contention.

The nature of the current uses of DIS always push
performance limits of CPUs and networks. Many too
exist to assist software designers and developers 
development of efficient systems. We contend that few
tools are available to guide those responsible for planni
and managing exercises, particularly related to exploiti
the capabilities of the hardware and modeling resourc
available for a given exercise. If a tool is to assist in the
decisions, it must present information in terms of choic
available to the decision maker. This type of information
often requires aggregation or filtering of lower leve
detailed data. We refer to this type of data composition a
high-level performance information.

The motivation for the development of
PerfMETRICS is to provide high-level performance
information for people making decisions abou
simulation exercises including exercise goals, syste
configuration planning and resource requirements, ru
time feedback and performance assessment, and afr-
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action-reviews and assessments about the success
failure of the exercise. Cavitt, Overstreet, and Mal
(1996b) propose a framework for identifying and
deriving meaningful and relevant performanc
information for the high-level description of distributed
simulation performance. Justification for the acquisitio
of high-level performance information for the purpose o
exercise management can be found in IEEE Standa
Board (1995) and in Butler (1996). Brig (1996) provide
a useful example of correlating communications cos
with aggregated DIS entity information. Additional
rationales can be found in Swauger (1996), Stend
(1996), and Sudnikovich et al. (1996).

3 MONI TOR ARCHITECTURE

The performance monitor presented in this paper colle
and presents DIS performance information. Obtaining t
raw data to derive that information requires a monitorin
scheme to be developed for use in dynamic and sta
analysis. A purely software driven monitoring method i
implemented to provide flexibility when defining wha
performance data are to be detected, collected, a
analyzed. The bases for the design and implementation
PerfMETRICS was taken from experiences gaine
during the development of other software-base
distributed monitoring systems (Chodrow 1991, Joyce 
al. 1987, and Dodd and Ravishankar 1992). A comple
discussion on monitoring distributed real-time systems
found in Tsai and Yang (1995). Figure 1 shows a system
model for the PerfMETRICS monitoring and
presentation system. The monitoring system has thr
principal aspects that affect its design and development:
performance event identification and detection, da
collection, and data reduction and analysis. The mod
depicts multiple workstations collecting performanc
data from a multi-site DIS application. A separat
process (perfcollectd) performs data collection an

perfcollectd

libmetrics

Dist. Simulation

libmetrics

Dist. Simulation

perfcollectd perfcollectd

SHARED SHAREDSHARED

libmetrics

Dist. Simulation

Performance Information - Multi-cast Group

LAN/WAN

Station 1 Station 2 Station...n

MEMORYMEMORYMEMORY

Figure 1. - PerfMETRICS System Model
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reduction on each workstation and communicates w
the simulation on that workstation through a share
memory interface. The performance data is collated a
stored for either static analysis or for run-time
presentation by a designated instance of the collect
process, located on a machine not running a DIS. T
run-time display of the performance information is don
by a separate analysis and display process cal
PerfMETRICS.

The remainder of this section discuss the fundamen
concept and requirements for the individual componen
of the monitoring system: the DIS instrumentation, th
collection daemon, and PerfMETRICS. Existing metrics
used to assess DIS performance are based on what
considered the limiting factors in DIS applications, th
number of entities which a workstation can simulate, a
communication overheads associated with replicatin
entity state information throughout the DIS environmen
(Vrablik and Richardson 1994, ModSAF 1.4 Revers
Engineering Report 1995, and Smith et al. 1996). Th
low-level and static analysis reported in the literatur
however, is not sufficient to fully articulate the factors
limiting performance during actual DIS exercises
Additional factors relevant to understanding performan
include processing requirements for entity kinematic
behavioral modeling, graphics and visualization, and t
overhead associated with simulation infrastructur
Characterizing the performance of these factors can h
clarify the causal relationships that exist betwee
performance problems and what specifically caus
them.

The initial implementation of PerfMETRICS is used
for monitoring performance of different versions of
ModSAF participating in DARPA’s STOW ACTD effort
described in Section 1. Performance metrics a
categorized into three classes: entity-based, simulatio
based, and system-based. Table 1 lists some categories o
performance. Note that some aspects of performance 
specific to a particular DIS. This is evident from th
metrics in Table 1 which list entity performance data
relevant to ModSAF entities (such as weapons modeli
for military vehicles). This fact however does no
preclude the overall system architecture o
PerfMETRICS from being independent of a specific DI
domain.

Run-time measurements collect the raw performan
data required to derive high-level performance metri
and information specified by some performanc
abstraction as described in Section 2. Identification 
performance events is assisted by using a framework
describe distributed simulation performance such as th
proposed in Cavitt, Overstreet, and Maly (1996b). Th
performance metrics either directly correlate wit
specific logical and physical components of a distribute
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Table 1: Metrics Categories (Performance Data for each DIS)

Entity Simulation System

Kinematic Models (Movement) Schedular Slack Time Network Traffic
Communications - Outgoing & Incoming PDUs Process Times CPU Utilizations
Sensor Models (e.g., Radar, Visual) Update Performance IPC Primitives
Weapons Models (e.g., Guns, Missiles) Schedular Wait Time Memory Utilizations
Behavioral Models (e.g., Activities, Tasks)
Graphics (Visual Display Processing)
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simulation (e.g. how much load can be attributed t
simulation of a particular F-14 aircraft) or are derived.

Performance data is detected and collected at run-tim
by the execution of hand-instrumented code at th
appropriate simulation or system interface. Identifying
the proper interfaces is application specific and requires
programmer’s understanding of the simulation’s software
architecture. Efficient techniques must be used to
minimize the time spent executing instrumentation cod
since it directly effects the performance of the simulation
and can skew the results of any performance analys
The current version of PerfMETRICS only requires
instrumentation in two libraries (of over 300 in
ModSAF). This makes the manual instrumentation of th
code much easier to maintain and understand. A sm
library of monitoring support routines is linked into the
simulation executable. These routines are called fro
within the instrumentation points.

In the PerfMETRICS architecture, the DIS
communicates with the collection daemon through 
shared memory IPC mechanism. Access to this critic
region is controlled with semaphores. After prope
initialization of the IPC mechanisms, the simulation
continues executing until either a run-time performanc
event occurs or periodic processing associated wi
performance data collection occurs. The data collection,
reduction, and analysis components of the monitorin
system are a separate process from the DIS (eve
detection component) for the following reasons. Doing s
reduces the level of direct intrusion on the execution o
simulation code, a significant factor since the monitorin
system is software-based. Decoupling these compone
from the simulation also provides for a more flexible an
extendable architecture and reduces the level of effort to
integrate and maintain monitoring code in the highly
dynamic software development environment necessitat
by the ACTD effort.

The collection daemon is responsible for transmittin
performance data packets over the network for the ru
time feedback component of the PerfMETRICS system
as well as managing control information for the
monitoring process (e.g., collection interval, multi-cas
group). Instances of all performance data packets a
e
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included in a single structure that also contains th
control information for the monitoring system. At a
specified interval, the collection daemon reads th
performance data into a buffer and multi-casts a copy of
the buffer over the network to members of the specified
performance reporting group. A uniquely designated
collection daemon receives the packets from all othe
collection daemons interfacing with a simulation and if
requested to do so, stores the data to disk. The sam
daemon provides an interface to the run-time feedbac
component of PerfMETRICS. The daemon also perform
any required data reduction to reduce storag
requirements.

The GUI-based component (called PerfMETRICS)
handles the run-time analysis and display of DIS
performance data. It is the only completely non-intrusive
component of the PerfMETRICS system. As mentioned
this component interfaces with the collection daemo
that receives packets of performance data from a
participating DIS and provides both local and globa
views of DIS performance. Figure 2 shows an illustration
of the local view of the PerfMETRICS GUI. The local
view of DIS performance shows relevant performanc

Figure 2. - PerfMETRICS Graphical User Interface
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A Performance Monitoring Application for Distributed Interactive Simulations (DIS) 425
information for each workstation participating in the
simulation exercise. The figure illustrates the thre
different types of performance information as previousl
described: entity, simulation, and system. A global view
presents performance information that is relevant to a
entire simulation exercise, much like a global snapsho
The global metrics describe the aggregate performance
all workstations reporting performance data during th
DIS exercise. An example of a global metric is a
concurrency index measuring the variance in workloa
on each workstation. The index always lies between 
and 1. If the machines are being utilized at nearly equ
levels, the index will be close to 1.

4 INSTRUMEN TATION COSTS

If performance monitoring is required for other than th
development and testing phases of the DIS life-cyc
(i.e., for experimentation or production use), a softwar
monitoring architecture could be too intrusive on system
performance. Therefore a compromise must be made 
run-time measurements necessary to obtain performan
data, the objective being to establish a balance betwe
the adequacy of measured data (for the purpose 
analysis) and the intrusiveness of the monitoring syste
(and its perturbation of the performance analysis). A
relevant discussion of the issues surrounding timin
errors introduced by instrumentation is found in Malony,
Reed, and Wijshoff (1992).

This section presents results of a timing analysis don
on ModSAF source code instrumented for performanc
monitoring with PerfMETRICS. Two alternative
implementations are compared to a non-instrumente
baseline of ModSAF. The results illustrate the effect of
certain implementation decisions on the costs associat
with performance monitoring. The scope of the timing
analysis is restricted to assessing the direct cos
associated with performance monitoring and relate tho
costs in terms of execution times and workload
capacities. The principal component of direct costs is th
execution of instrumentation code. Indirect costs such 
potential reordering of simulation events were no
considered.

The principal differences between the two alternative
implementations are the locking granularity for the
shared memory segment, and the acquisition of elaps
execution times associated with simulation events
Intuitively, the Version 1.0 implementation is more
intrusive than Version 1.1 and this is quantified in the
testing and results presented below. Two different test
types were performed. The first test was designed to
measure the increase in execution times caused by 
instrumentation code. The test scenarios wer
characterized by a high level of interaction amon
n
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simulation entities (vehicles) resulting in significant CP
and memory utilizations. The second test was designed 
understand the effect of the monitoring process on the
overall workload capacity of the simulation; that is ho
many vehicles can be simulated on the workstation w
and without instrumentation code. The capacity thresh
is based on ModSAF’s intrinsic requirement to update
each entity’s state at a 2 Hz rate. An entity state update
violation occurs if this requirement is not met. Thi
provides certain assurances about the fidelity a
consequent validity of the models.

Figure 3 shows results from the first set of tests (t
timing analysis). Version 1.0 exhibits at worst a 12%
increase in the relative execution time of th
instrumented code. By reducing the locking granular
and utilizing the simulation’s real-time clock, Version 1.1
is able to reduce the instrumentation cost to a 4.5
increase in total execution time for the routine. O
experience in using PerfMETRICS during DIS exercise
indicates that a 4.5% increase seems to be a reason
penalty to pay when considering the benefits of report
performance information.

The second set of tests revealed the effects of
increased execution times; decreased simulation capa
in terms of the number of vehicles that can be simulat
These effects reflect design and implementation trad
offs and can be explained by examining Figure 4,
response surface for the three versions of ModSAF u
in the capacity tests. This figure compares the percent
of entity state update violations for a given number 
simulated vehicles. This relationship is plotted for ea
test version reflecting progressively increasing levels
instrumentation costs; that is the non-instrument
baseline of ModSAF, Version 1.1, and the most intrusive
implementation, Version 1.0. Since the test terminate
once the previously described capacity threshold 
exceeded (10%), the simulation capacity in terms of t
number of vehicles is at the apex of the curve shown 
each test version.

The significant interpretation of this surface revea
the non-linear relationship that exists between t
increasing costs of instrumentation and simulatio
capacity. The non-instrumented version of ModSA
simulated 31 vehicles before reaching the critic
capacity threshold. The initial version of PerfMETRICS
Version 1.0, reached the capacity threshold with 
vehicles, providing only 68% of the capacity of the no
instrumented baseline. Version 1.1 simulated 28 vehicles
before reaching the threshold, providing 90% of th
capacity of the non-instrumented baseline. Version 1.1
provides identical performance information in terms 
utility by decision-makers when compared to Version
1.0. However, more efficient data collection decreases th
intrusiveness of performance monitoring and increas
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426 Cavitt, Overstreet, and Maly
Version 1.1’s ability to simulate more vehicles. This
representation of instrumentation costs can be used as
guide when making decisions about the level of
instrumentation that can be tolerated relative to the
performance goals of a simulation exercise.

From these results it is clear that alternative
implementations can significantly reduce the
instrumentation costs associated with performance
monitoring and provide an equivalent amount of
performance information. On-going development and
analysis of PerfMETRICS will continue to focus on
reducing monitoring costs; the objective is to use more
efficient data collection methods that reduce overhead
and achieve a balance in volume of performance data an
monitoring intrusiveness.

5 RESULTS

The PerfMETRICS monitoring system has been tested
and successfully used during functional tests. The
response from the simulation community has been
favorable. The performance information provided to
exercise managers, planners, analyst, and other decisio
makers, now allows them to make timely inferences
about system behavior as it relates to specific simulatio
events. The minor performance impact of the curren
implementation (Version 1.1) relative to its usefulness
brings to light the fact that it is possible for DIS
performance to degrade to some level, yet the
effectiveness of the overall training environment is not
compromised because the trainees are unable to percei
the effects of decreased performance. This is just one o
many factors that must be considered when making
qualitative assessments about performance informatio
requirements. More discussion about Human Factor
(HF) issues associated with STE can be found in
Glazewski and Rolek (1997).
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Even in its very initial form, the use of PerfMETRICS
elucidated many facts surrounding the design a
implementation of this DIS performance monitor. First,
the performance data associated with each instance 
DIS are collected on the machine executing t
simulation. This allows the DIS exercise to scale witho
effecting the ability to monitor and collect performanc
data.  Secondly, an important aspect of performanc
analysis is the ability to correlate the performan
information with specific time periods or simulation
activity. Specific performance behaviors can b
correlated with simulation activity by using the
timestamps associated with the DIS trace data and 
performance data saved by PerfMETRICS.

Additionally, the timing analysis discussed in Sectio
4 and the use of PerfMETRICS during DIS exercis
allows us to make several conclusions about t
feasibility of DIS performance monitoring. The ability to
monitor run-time performance of DIS applications 
useful and required for some domains, so there must e
some qualitative assessment on what is an accept
level of intrusiveness of the monitor. Decision-makers
must make this assessment based on the utility of 
performance information relative to the monitoring cos
And finally, specific design and implementation decisio
can greatly effect the level of intrusiveness so alternativ
schemes and implementations should be conside
when designing an effective DIS performance monitor.

6 FUTURE WORK & RESEARCH ISSUES

The design and implementation of PerfMETRICS is on
one approach to monitoring DIS. It does provide 
baseline for measuring the effects of alternative DIS
performance monitoring techniques and strategi
Future modifications and enhancements 
PerfMETRICS will continue to assess the costs of certa
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design and implementation decisions in terms of thei
impact (intrusiveness) on DIS.  Research issues include

• the interoperability of performance monitors with
different STE applications.

• performance modeling in an HLA environment.
• visualization and other analysis techniques.

Another significant area for DIS research surrounds
issues of building and predicting the performance of
more scalable simulation systems. Developing effective
performance monitoring systems to obtain realistic DIS
workload characterizations is a prerequisite for accurat
predictive models (Advanced Simulation Technology
Thrust, 1996).

7 SUMMA RY

This paper has reported on the design, implementation
and successful use of a DIS performance monitoring too
An analysis of the PerfMETRICS system has showed
that the cost associated with monitoring DIS applications
can be negligible while providing persons with adequate
information for making decisions about DIS
performance. Results of using PerfMETRICS during
STOW ACTD testing has provided initial assessments o
DIS performance monitoring requirements and
techniques. Its use has also helped identify additiona
requirements and issues open for future work and
research in DIS performance monitoring.
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